RISK-2020 Conference Conclusions
Dear Colleagues,
COVID-19 shocked the whole world.
Many countries are attacked by coronavirus in the secondary stage.
Hope that you and your family are safe and healthy.
We have postponed the RISK-2020 Conference (April 12-19, 2020, in Tbilisi,
GEORGIA www.eurasianrisk2020.ge) due to the coronavirus pandemic.
But, at the end of March, 2020, before the conference opening, the Abstract Book was
published and all articles with the DOI index were posted on the Internet:
https://books.aijr.org/index.php/press/catalog/book/93
https://doi.org/10.21467/abstracts.93
You can download your abstracts from these web-pages of Publishing House.
You can also download the full Abstract Book from the DOWNLOAD section of the RISK2020 Conference web-site.
During July 19-23, 2020, the STAFF organized the online discussions of the existing force
majeure situation.
Co-chairs from Russia (academician Makhutov), from Georgia (Prof.Dr. Vugar Aliyev), from
Kazakhstan (academician Medeu), from Japan (Prof.Dr. Motoki Kazama) and co-chair of
the symposium from Russia (Prof.Dr. Igor Yeltsov) took part in the discussions. Many
participants, including co-chairs and keynote speakers, reported that they could not now
leave their countries.
Therefore, the STAFF suggested holding the RISK-2020 Conference in correspondence
type.
Co-Chair from Japan Prof.Dr. Motoki Kazama suggested making it in webinar type. At the
same time, he added that organizing such large-scale conferences in a webinar type in real
time is difficult, because of time-lag. This is also confirmed by a large list of participating
countries: the USA, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Georgia,
Turkey, Armenia, European countries etc. All co-chairs have posted welcome messages on
the conference website in advance. Both key speakers and anyone can submit (send by
email) PPT-presentations for posting on the conference website.
If possible, it is a pleasure for everyone.
But STAFF believes after that we will immediately announce the next conference RISK2021, which is proposed to be held again in Tbilisi or is in another city in Georgia. All
participants, who sincerely wanted to participate in the conference in Tbilisi this year, will
gladly do so next year.
The SECRETARIAT hopes that the participants will be sympathetic to these changes.

Undoubtedly, our cooperation will continue and expand within the framework of the RISK2021 conference. Your status as a member of the Organizing / Scientific Committee will be
preserved.
Kindly feel free to write to us.
On behalf of the General Chair Prof.Dr. Vugar Aliyev,
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